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\Having then a large number of simulations with different 
initial conditions, and with simulated operators of a wide range 
of ability, we analyse the relations between the different 
variables affecting the process (i.e. specific variables of the 
manoeuvre such as initial distance of the operator from the 
target, acceleration provided by the thruster,.,, etc., and 
specific variables of the human operator such as his errors of 
observation, reaction time,...etc.). Likewise we study their 
influence on the process and check the results with the ones 
obtained in the analog simulation.
As far as this formalized treatement resembles human behaviour, 
we find that there is an optimum (in the sense of minimum fuel
consumption) value of acceleration around 0.5 times the
O -2
rendezvous distance per sec . Besides, it seems that the human
being is more handicapped by his implementation errors (in pointing 
the thruster) than by his visual observation errors.
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SUMMARY
We study here the rendezvous of an isolated man in deep 
space with a predetermined target (say, his parent vehicle) 
with the purpose of determining the main factors which influence 
the process. We assume that he utilizes (effectively) monocular 
vision as the only mean of observation, and that he is equipped 
with some thruster which, when necessary j he can direct either 
along the line of sight or at right angles to it.
oTvfo simulations, by analogue and digital computer, have 
been devised to study this manoeuvre. The analog computer is 
used to represent (on an oscilloscope screen) the appearance of 
the target and star background during the course of the manoeuvre . 
Its main purpose is to obtain an insight into such a manoeuvre 
and to observe the strategies and performance of a real human 
being in such a process.
The digital simulation consists of a program which formalises 
human behaviour in this rendezvous manoeuvre, V/e use it to provide 
a fast and ready method of obtaining a large number of simulations 
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SYMBOLS
The origin of coordinates will be the center of the parent
vehicle, and in consequence all the variables are referred to
this moving system. Unless otherwise specified, distances , 
velocities and accelerations are those of the operator with 
respect to the vehicle,
B^ = Upper boundary for © in the decision diagram.
= Upper boundary for Ÿ in the decision diagram.
= Transverse thrust.
F^ = Thrust to approach the target 
_ F^ = Thrust to recede from the target
= Target apparent size voltage
= Voltage needed to reach the edge of the oscilloscope
screen.
a = Operator's acceleration provided by the thruster.
= Radial acceleration 
a^ = Transverse acceleration
b^ = Lower boundary for © in the decision diagram
bjj, = Lower boundary for  ^in the decision diagr
f^  = Coefficient for radial control decision 
fg = Coefficient for transverse control decision
am
1X1
= Radius vector of the operator's position
r^ = Rendezvous distance (Distance from the target
at which rendezvous is considered achieved)
r^ = Modulus of the initial radius vector (initial
separation)
r^ = minimum distance from the target to the corresponding 
operator's free linear trajectory.
t^  = Maximum reaction time of the operator
t^ = Minimum thrust time (level of uncertainty of
thrust time)
V = Operator's vector velocity
v^ = Rendezvous velocity (Maximum value allov/ed for 
the radial and transverse components of the 
operator's final velocity)
= Operator's velocity at the beginning of the manoeuvre
v^ - Radial component of operator's velocity 
Vq - Transverse component of operator's velocity
x^ = Generating voltage of the target appearance
= Star abcissa voltage
y^ = Generating voltage of the target appearance 
y^  ^= Star ordinate voltage
IV
cK.= Size of the vehicleo
^  = Initial angle between operator's radius vector 
and velocity
Y = Solid angle subtended by the vehicle from the
operator's position
Q = Angle between ^  and the line of sight of any star
on the plane determined by r and v
Rate threshold, in general
© = Rate threshold in the frontal plane
© = Rate threshold in depth
or
p = Relation (Total time employed in the manoeuvre to 
time the impulse has been applied)
CT = Standard deviation of the error (either visual ob­
servation or aiming)
C^= Standard deviation of the visual observation errors 
<T^ = Standard deviation of the thrust aiming errors
V
SUMMARY
We study here the rendezvous of an isolated man in deep 
space with a predetermined target (say, his parent vehicle) 
with the purpose of determining the main factors which influence 
the process. We assume that he utilizes (effectively) monocular 
vision as the only mean of observation, and that he is equipped 
with some thruster which, when necessary j he can direct either 
along the line of sight or at right angles to it.
Two simulations, by analogue and digital computer., have 
been devised to study this manoeuvre. The analog computer is 
used to represent (on an oscilloscope screen) the appearance of 
the target and star background during the course of the manoeuvre . 
Its main purpose is to obtain an insight into such a manoeuvre 
and to observe the strategies and performance of a real human 
being in such a process.
The digital simulation consists of a program which formalises 
human behaviour in this rendezvous manoeuvre. We use it to provide 
a fast and ready method of obtaining a large number of simulations 
under different well defined circumstances.
, Having then a large number of simulations with different 
initial conditions, and with simulated operators of a wide range 
of ability, we analyse the relations between the different 
variables affecting the process (i.e. specific variables of the 
manoeuvre such as initial distance of the operator from the 
target, acceleration provided by the thruster,.., etc., and 
specific variables of the human operator such as his errors of 
observation, reaction time,...etc.). Likewise we study their 
influence on the process and check the results with the ones 
obtained in the analog simulation.
As far as this formalized treatement resembles human behaviour,
we find that there is an optimum (in the sense of minimum fuel
consumption) value of acceleration around 0.3 times the
—2rendezvous distance per sec” • Besides, it seems that the human 
being is more handicapped by his implementation errors (in pointing 
the thruster) than by his visual observation errors.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The rendezvous of an isolated human being in deep space 
with a determined target (for instance his parent vehicle), 
will be of prime importance in many future space missions, 
such as the assembling of space stations.
Therefore is highly desirable to study the ability of a 
human operator to carry out such a task with the minimum 
amount of equipment (i.e. only a small thrust booster).
We presume that the operator is able to perform the manoeuvre 
with the aid of (effectively) monocular vision as his only source 
of informationÎ no automatic means of observation or control 
are supposed to be employed.
The best v;ay to provide a reliable knowledge of this rendez­
vous process is by simulation. A complete simulation of the 
manoeuvre \yould be desirable as a training aid, but clearly 
this is an aim beyond the bounds of the present investigation) 
it would also involve a study of the possible inter-relations 
between the diverse variables affecting the process and their 
separate influence on it) and this is our aim here.
: These variables could be subdivided into:
a) Specific variables of the manoeuvre, such as,
—  Initial distance of the operator from the target.
—  Initial velocity of the operator relative to the target,
—  Initial angle of this velocity vector with the line of sight,
—  Acceleration provided by the thruster.
—  Size of the target.
—  Rendezvous distance.
—  Rendezvous velocity limit.
b) Specific variables of the human operator, such as,
—  Minimum observable rates of angular velocity of the target
against the star background and its apparent rate 
of increase in size (called here the angular 
discrimination thresholds -transverse and radial- of 
human vision).
—  Standard deviation of the errors of visual observation
of these angular rates,
—  Standard deviation of the errors of implementation
(i.e. of directing the thruster unit -the thrust being 
assumed constant-).
—  Maximum reaction time of the operator (by convention
taken to include observation, decision, alignement 
of thruster and thrust initiation).
. As a particular aim of such a study, we may endeavour to 
discover if there is an optimum value of booster thrust (accelera­
tion) which minimises the propelant consumption. Additionally, 
of course, there is the general problem of "optimizing" the 
strategy, or decision process, of the operator in the rendezvous 
manoeuvre.
PREVIOUS WORK
Before proceeding v/e shall very briefly refer to accounts 
of the "state of the art" in the large national space programs, 
in so far as these bear on our problem.
There are some simulation studies of the capability of the 
human being for extravehicular tasks in weightless condition 
(refs. 4 and 6).
In the Gemini project, there were used Neutral-Buoyancy 
Simulation Techniques, Air-Bearing Training Equipment and an 
Inertia Coupling Training-Air Model, for understanding manned 
extravehicular operations in space (refs. 2,5 and 8).
The preparation for Gemini IX extravehicular activity 
included a 6-degree of freedom simulator (Manned Aerospace Flight 
Simulator) useful at target distances below 250 feet. It was 
used for training with the AMU (Astronaut Mlanoeuvering Unit) 
(refs, 2 and 5)* Other Gemini Simulations used a small thruster 
(Hand Held Manoeuvering Unit--HHMU-) (refs, 2 and 5).
These studies seem to have been very useful in training 
operators for accomplishing extravehicular activity tasks.
Extravehicular capabilities of the human being were 
demonstrated in the course of several spatial " unissions, ' ■
and the HHMU was evaluated briefly, but succesfully, on two 
different Gemini missions (ref.2)
Most of this work has being directed towards evaluating 
the performance of a tethered human being in performing tasks 
in the close proximity of his parent vehicle. It has been very 
valuable in determinig the many difficulties and limitations 
presented by the problem. However, none of this work has involved 
large translations, and therefore it is of little direct relevance 
to our study.
PROCEDURE
A simulator is more acceptable the more it resembles the 
true conditions, but unfortunately it is then also more expensive.
We have been contend to use the relatively simple resources 
of digital and analogue computers as simulators. The analog 
computer is used to represent, on an oscilloscope screen, a rough 
aproximation to the visual impression of the rendezvous manoeuvre. 
The digital computation seeks to formalize the reactions of the 
human operator during the process and to output the measures of 
performance, with the intention of enlarging and completing the 
information from the analog simulation.
Despite the inherent simplification of the problem, the 
analog simulation is used to adquire a first and direct acquaintànee 
with the most important characteristics.of the process, and to 
obtain a better knowledge of the strategy utilized by the man 
in this manoeuvre (this, knowledge has been applied in programing 
the digital simulator). The analog simulator serves, as well, as 
a checking model for particular cases of the digital progran. 
Ultimately it could be usd as a very simple training device.
The digital simulator program is a fast and cheap way for 
obtaining a large number of simulations under very different 
assumed conditions and with many sorts of simulated "human
.operators".
Undoubtedly, the human iDehaviour is very difficult to 
simulate. Among the many possible and useful models which could 
be built up, we have developped one which consists schematically 
of a sequence of calculation of the variables the man is observing 
(which are "humanized" by introducing some error), and of 
application of the subsequent human control action. This sequence 
of "cause" and "effect" is.essentially the one that a human being 
would follow in such a process. The main difficulty arises when 
v/e try to establish which particular action (and what duration 
of it) corresponds to each combination of the observable variables, 
Therefore the program has, certainly, the v/eak points of every 
simple program trying to simulate reactions of a human being, 
i.e. the lack of the extensive range of estrategies that every 
man may employ and the absence of a learning process in its 
widest sense.
Further, in our particular case, one knows little of the 
effect of weightlessness on human behaviour, with respect to 
the coordination of motion and attitude.
No doubt, the model we have devised in this digital 
simulation could be improved substantially, Hov/ever, several 
models of the decision process have been tried, and the one 
which we shall detail here seems to be the most satisfactory.
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The method used in obtaining results from this digital 
program consists on running simulations under different 
initial data parameters, i.e. the specific parameters of the 
manoeuvre, and these of the human operator. Each particular 
simulation is repeated several times for statistical purposes.
After these repeated runs, the program will output some average 
data of the simulation (such as the total time employed in the 
manoeuvre, and impulse consumption), and the standard deviations 
of these data .
The structure of the results was checked, when possible, by 
means of the analog simulator. Nevertheless, a wider dispersion 
of the analog results must be expected because the analog simulation 
implies a real human operator. He will be continously changing 
his strategy whereas, in the digital simulation the dispersion 
•of the results is due entirely to the effect of the simulated 
human errors, but not to the changes of strategy.
In both simulations, analog and digital, we have assumed 
that the'applied thrust during the manoeuvre, is directed either 
along the line of sight (so as to cause the operator to approach 
or to recede from the target), or at right angles of it.
nWe assume only two degrees of freedom in the analog simulation 
(translations in a plane) and three, degrees of freedom in the 
digital simulation (translations in space).
As a consequence, the equations of motion (polar coordinates) 
in the analog simulation are reduced to
'2
a^ = r - r0 
Sq = r© + 2r0
In the digital simulation we use cartesian coordinates.
In both cases no field of force exists and the only 
acceleration is the one provided by the thruster.
The two methods of simulation are described in detail in 
separate parts of this work, and finally the results obtained 
are discussed in a separate section.
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Part I. DIGITAL SIMULATION
1.1. Introduction
1.2. Image Point Model 
1.3* States and Decisions
I..4* Decision Boundaries 
1.3* Reaction Time




The simulation consists of a program designed to calculate 
the position and attitude of the man with respect to the target 
vehicle.
The man is supposed to observe (by. means'effectively of 
monocular ^Tsion) the.following quantities:
Y = solid angle subtended by the vehicle.
-6 = apparent angular velocity of the parent 
vehicle against the star background.
From these, he infers a value of Y , and his angular 
velocity about the vehicle (+ é).
According to the particular combination of values of these 
variables, in effect he may take action in one of the following 
ways: he may
  apply a transverse thrust, that is a thrust directed
towards - Vg, so as to reduce 6, or 
- apply a radial thrust either to approach or to move
away from the vehicle (in other words, to control f), or
  he may wait.
The process is finished by reaching the rendezvous conditions 
( i^ l;^ r^  and Wl^v^) or upon exceeding a specified maximum time.
Two sources of error are introduced (to simulate "human error")
14
--- errors of observation: The simulation does not 
operate with the true values of Y , 4* and 0, but
with randomised values selected to have a gaussian
distribution whose mean value is the true value, and 
whose standard deviation is a parameter adjusted 
 ^ by program data.
 --  errors of implementation: It is assumed that the
man applies the thrust with some randomised error 
in direction, normally distributed.Its most probable 
valug is- taken to bé the true direction.(The'precise 
method of applying the error is discussed later).
Trying to develop a program which displays a close resem­
blance to human response suggest something like the block
diagram of fig. I-l.
There is a period of time occupied by each decision which 
the man takes.This time could be subdivided into two parts: 
one dealing with the time spent in observation and decision, 
and the other spent in preparing for the appropiate action 
(i.e. to apply a thrust). Because of this passage of time, the 
position and attitude of the man with respect to the vehicle 
must be updated. The decision must depend only on the observed 










Fig, 1-1. First aproach simulation flow-chart.
it would be useful to study the problem in terms of the coordi­
nates of a point represented by the values of f , (f and 0 and 
to study what decision corresponds to every position of this 
so called "image point".
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1.2. IMAGE POINT MODEL
We suppose that what the man is doing is to provide a mean 
of control so that:
 *ip is not too big.Otherwise the approach would be too
quick,. .
S’> 0, so that he does not recede from the vehicle.
 lé I is kept within reasonable bounds.
We interpret this as implying that the process of human 
control will seek to keep the 'Image point" within a volume 
close to the *f axis (in the "phase-space" given by f, f , 9). 
The cross-sectional dimensions of this volume can be expected 
to increase with *f .
A successful rendezvous will be achieved only if the 
image point passes through a rectangular "window" ABCD (see 









Here <x^ represents vehicle size, r^ is the rendezvous 
distance, and v is the limiting approach speed at rendezvous.o I
In order to try to appreciate the problems involved, let 
us consider some examples of the motion in terms of that of 
the image point.
17
Fig. 1-2. Rendezvous window.
1.2.1. Motion of the ima^e point
a) Radial motion at constant speed.
If the transverse component of,the velocity is zero, then
and consequently
6 = 0 (1 )
K (2)






The equations (1) and (3) show that in this circumstance 
the motion of the image point is in the plane 6 = 0  and follows 
a parabola of the family indicated by (3). The image point moves 
in the direction of increasing f if the man is approaching the 
vehicle, and to decreasing f in the oppossite case.(See fig. 1.3)
RECEDING APPROACHING
Increasing v. Increasing v.
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Fig. 1,3. Motion of the image point. Constant radial speed
b) General motion at constant velocity
Let the man havè -n- velocity and mov^ ■ without applying 
any force, and let us call the perpendicular distance between 
the velocity vector and the vehicle r^
Since
m





The plus sign denoting approach, and the minus sign 
recession from the vehicle.
Eliminating r by expressing it as a function of f (i.e. r- 
and calling
we find the relation
(5)
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'f reaches a maximum for
>p = fvfi/?' = 0.8164 (6)
and the value of this maximum is
2 V
max. (7)
Fig. I.if. Motion of the image point on the plane 6=0. Constant speed
The projection of the image point on the plane 0 = 0  
follows a path like the represented on fig. I. if.






Fig. 1.5* Tridimensional motion of the image point.
Eq. (8) indicates that the motion of the image point on 
the plane ^ = 0 is a parabola, and fig. 1,5. show the tridimen­
sional nature of the motion.
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1.3. STATES AND DECISIONS
For every value of the radial distance to the target 
vehicle r, that is for every value of Y , we shall now try 
to construct plausible decision-malting process, which we can 
interpret by means of a diagram in the phase-space (0,4), 
so as to indicate the action to be taken in order to keep control 




Fig. 1,6. Fundamental actions.
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If the image point lies in area 1 of fig. 1.6.la, the value 
of © (i.e. the value of the transverse velocity) is greater than 
certain limit (this value will be specified later on).In that 
condition it will be appropiate to reduce the transverse 
component of the velocity by applying a transversal thrust.
If the point image lies in area 2 the value of 4 is less 
than zero v/hichjjieans that the apparent size of the vehicle is 
getting smaller, and consequently the man is moving away from if. 
Therefore it is neccessary for him to apply a radial thrust 
towards the vehicle.
Note that area 1 overlaps area 2 in the half plane Y<0. 
However, the analogue simulation, shows that in this region of 
overlap a human operator will.generally prefer to apply trans­
verse, rather than radial, thrust, and consequently we limit 
area 2 to bounded values of © outside the area l,(see fig. 1.6. b).
Area 3 (fig. I.6.b) .corresponds to a large pcsitive value
of Y , implying that the approach is too rapid, with the inherent 
danger of loss of control or even crash. This area 3 again
overlaps area 1 , and as it represents a situation o,f possible 
danger which must be avoided at all costs, a human operator will 
prefer to remedy the situation by applying a radial, rather than 
a transverse, thrust. (Fig. I.6.c.)
We shall now try to show that if the reaction of the human





a certain lirait, then the decision diagram of the figure will 
lead to successful rendezvous.
Calling
the transverse thrust,
the’ thrust towards - r ,
the thrust towards + r ,
and assuming that they are applied instantaneously and directed
without error,
F^  must decrease 9,
Fg must increase 4,
F^ must decrease f ,
and the motion of the image point on the plane V=: constant, after
s.pf)lying the respective thrust, will follow the direction of the
$




Fig. 1.7. Initial direction of the image point 
movement by effect of the thrust.
24
lïi fact, the initial motion of the image point (see Appendix ) 
















h ) û t  (14)
(15)
If a = a„ =0, the remainder terms would detail the motion r o
of the image point for operator's constant velocity (comprobate 
in fig.1.5.)* A thrust applied according to the position of the 
image point on the phase-space decision diagran, would imply
displacements sketched in fig.I.8
Fig.1.8. Effect of the thrust
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We observe from fig. 1.8. that whatever the initial 
position of the image point,■the corresponding sequence of actions 
would ultimately cause the man to approach the vehicle.
In a real situation, we can expect there to be two further 
regions, 4 and 5, as shown in fig 1.9., because if the point 
image lies persistent^/ in one of these areas the human being
would try to improve the control
1
4
of the process, as there is 
nothing else urgent to do.
Area 5 corresponds to a very 
slow approach ( Ÿ small and 
possitive). A persistence in 
this area would be followed by
Fig.I.9* Decision diagram
a thrust towards the vehicle.
A situation in area 4 implies 
that the transverse component 
of the velocity is still quite high although within reasonable 
bounds. A transverse thrust would be useful if the image point stays 
long within this area.
Area 5 has precedence over 4 because, if the model is to be 
realistic it must avoid the possibilities of oscillations or loops. 
These would happen if after applying an action (i.e. a thrust) 
the free motion of the image point reproduced the initial condi­
tions. Of course this situation depends largely on the reaction
time of the operator and the minimum duration of the thrust, 
among other parameters. Nevertheless there can be discovered 
some possibilities of oscillation:




Fig. 1.10. Initial effect 
of the thrust
Fig. 1.11. Motion of the image 
point on the plane 
of © and 9
Fig. 1.12. Possible motion of 
the image point 
across the boundaries
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in fig.1.10., on which are represented the direction of the 
motion of the image point after applying the corresponding thrust. 
Bearing in mind the motion of the image point in the plane of -6 
and Y (fig. 1.11), v/e observe that it may cross the borders of 
such decision diagram in the directions indicated in fig. 1.12. 
by the arrows.
Oscillations can happen, if and only if, one of the directions 
shown on fig. 1.10. is oppossite to that indicated on fig.I.12. 
after crossing the appropiate boundary.
Therefore oscillations can take place near the following 
boundaries:
1 - 3  1 - 4  3 - 6
— Zf— 3 4 — 6 2 — if
6 - 3  4 - 5  ' 2 - 3
'Fig.1.131 shows • the directions of free 





of the image 
point
-> effect of 
the thrust
Fig.I.13. Boundaries susceptible to oscillation:
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However, those oscillations which talce place in the half plane 
will either end up as rendezvous, because the operator would be 
always approaching to the vehicle, or will cease.
Having that in mind it remains only to study possible 
oscillations 2-lf and 2-3. The latter one will not arise if 
the radial thrust is continued (in the region 3) until a 
recognizable positive approach velocity (Y) is achieved.(see 
flow-chart), but oscillation 2-Zj. may still • occur, which is 
v/hy region 3 is allowed to override region !..
Note . that any model trying to simulate intelligent 
behaviour should avoid situations like the oscillation which 
could happen around the border 2-4. If it happened, since Y 
is very small the man would continuent.y be applying transverse 
and radial thrust in a successive sequence, but would always 
remain at nearly the same distance from the vehicle. Although 
he might at first do this, he would ultimately try some other 
strategy,
A decision diagram without this inconvenience is the one 
of fig.I.9* in which area 3 overrides area 4* This diagram has 
been the one used in the present study. In area 6 no action is 
called for.
It remains a particularly hard problem to determine 
plausible boundaries of each one of the decision diagram areas 




Let US call (see fig. 1.14.)
% to the upper boundary for ©
to the lower It t é
BŸ to the upper boundary for







We note that at Y —>0, 
i.e. all the boundary
limits must tend to zero, 
since they must correspond 
.'to finite velocities.
The easiest model would 
be then based on boundary 
limits which increase 
with Y , reaching ' . the greatest values at. the rendezvous
distance. This seems logical, and agrees well enough with what 
has been observed in the apalog experiments. Accordingly it seems 
natural, as a first suggestion, to devise a model with boundaries 
linearly-increasing with Y* (fig. 1.15.).
Rendezvous window
Fig. Ï.I5. Linearly increasing boundaries
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1,4.1. Boundaries for Y
* 11 An obvious choice might.be a boundary function of Y
= K. f "  ( I S )
Unfortunately the simple relation n = 1, (i.e. the linear
boundary), with v ,Y
B. = - ^  (17)
does not seem to suffice.
To try to explain why, let us consider a trivial condition of a 
purely radial approach with continuous deceleration to zero 
velocity at zero radial distance. Then
r^ = 2ar (18)
■ = 2a <f (19)
If r = v^ at r = r^ , which is the limiting rendezvous
2 2condition, then a- v^/2r^ = v .^ %/2o(^^and
2
f = 1 % ^ -  . (20)
« 0
The limit variation linear with Y(eq.(1?)) is seen to 
imply a larger Ÿ v/ithout the existence of a decision to apply
•z /p
a thrust. Consequently, the variation in proportion to Y 
would seem to be preferable, as there would be little dispute,
in the example cited, that the constant deceleration would
be a "natural”, if idealized, human strategy. Further, it seems
reasonable to relate the values of v to r , so.as to imolyo o ~
(on the above basis) a realistic and acceptable value of 
deceleration:,%hat is we assume a relation
31
According to these considerations it seems convenient 
and realistic to define our boundary's^ as
2  '^1- %  0 . 3 (2 2 )
= f ^ ' I ( f ^ is a factor, 0<f.j<1)
^0
Notice that the fact that depends on the values of 
a and v^ is significant, as it can be interpreted in the sense 
that the man knows "a priori” these values (a and v^), and he 
will act with more Or less caution depending on that knowledge.
The boundary b^j, defining area 5' may be stated as having 
the same form that the preceding B , but with a different 
value of the factor f .j , which can be a data parameter of the 
progran. In fact our calculations have been made with f.j = 1/2 
for B^ 'and with the value f ^ = 1/3 for the function b .
1.4.2. Boundaries for 0 .
As we have said before, the easiest and quickest way to 
control the transverse motion is to reduce © substantially, 
right from the beginning of the rendezvous manoeuvre,. However 
the nearer the man comes to the vehicle, the greater will be 
his tolerance for ©. ' .
In our model the boundary Bq has been, chosen linearly 
increasing with Y , and with a maximum value:
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2^- V ^ o
(which corresponds to a transverse velocity of f^.v^ at the. 
rendezvous distance), f^  is a factor 0 ^.f^  <1 , but studies
have shown that the choice of f^  close to unity lead to
unrealistic situations, and the results quoted here have been 
taken with f^  = 0.1 .
The limit for immediate correction of © (i.e. B^) has
to coincide with the preceding one in both limiting conditions 
T = 0 and Y = oc^ '/pQ, and it must be greater than b^ in all 
other conditions. There are many functions accomplishing this 
After many trials, a function of the-form K.\Ty  has been 
accepted as answering well enough for the case. Then
Bg = f^  -puznr- \T^ (23)
r
Remembering thatto
bA = f, f (24)
r e 2 0^ 0
we notice that the difference between B^ and b^ (the v/idth of 
the area 4) is maximum at r = 4 r^ . In other words, at that 
distance the indecision margin for controling the transverse 
component of the velocity is maximun at four times the rendezvous 
distance: it is difficult to associate any special significance 
to this precise number, but it represents qualitatively an 
undoubted effect, as has been observed in the analog simulation.
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1.4.3. Effect of Observational Uncertainties on Decision Boundaries
The differential threshold in the frontal plane refers
to the minimum phange of the component of angular velocity of
an object; at right angles to the line of sight, which can be
detected by a human being. This threshold depends upon the
magnitude of the angular speed. When this is zero, the minimum
speed which is perceived as motion is called rate threshold in the
frontal plane.
This depends on the contrast level and on the fixed visual 
reference.
The definition of rate threshold in depth refers in a 
similar manner to the minimum change in .the radial speed which 
can be detected.
Although it has been- given values of these rate thesholds ( ref. 1 ) 
such as 1 or 2 minutes of arc per second, it must be noticed 
that these values are perhaps very different in a rendezvous 
process. On one hand it will depend largely on the particular 
circumstances of illumination of the vehicle and the star 
field which surrounds it, and on the other, it has to be observed 
that in general both types of motion are present (i.e. radial 
and transverse) mailing it more difficult to discriminate either 
component of motion.
The rate thresholds appear in our model as lower uncertainty
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level for each one of the boundaries specified in the decision 
diagram. Then the lowest value for the functions and b^
would be the radial rate theshold, and for the functions
Ba and b^ would be 0 ., the transverse rate threshold.D W OU
Both rate thresholds are considered as data parameters 




By the term reaction time we include the period from the 
instant the man first observes a particular situation to the 
instant he takes the corresponding action (whether it is to 
apply a thrust, or to wait).
As can be anticipated, the problem of determining the 
reaction time corresponding to any situation is highly difficult , 
since it depends largely of what has happened inmediately before, 
and on peculiar characteristics of any human response, such .as 
training, momentary distractions, etc.- With the idea of 
formulating it in some way, it has been assumed that the time 
involved in talcing a decision leading to a thrust is of the form;
t = t^e"^a^ (25)
where
t is the maximum decision time, o ’
S is a parameter associated with the angular velocity
» .
concerned with the decision (6 or Y ) 
and is a constant related to the ability of the operator.
Obviously the reaction time is positive, and equally 
obviously, it will decrease with training, or decrease due to 
the certainty attached to the observation^ the formula suggested 
appears to be a convenient way of including these effects.
To avoid the inconvenience represented by the different
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range of Y and 0, the variable è> has been normalized, so that 
its value is 1 for the maximun permitted values of Y and © at 
the rendezvous distance. As these values are v^/r^ for © and 
v^,cx^/r^ for Ÿ , S is either
© or   Y
Vo"°<o
The time involved in a waiting decision is called t^ ^^  and
a fixed value is generally assumed. Since the decision to wait
does not involve any physical preparation, and is usually made
in a sequence of such decisions, there is good reason to presume
that this time t % is less than t .wd o
The parameters t^,K^ and t^^ form part of the data parameters
of the progran.
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1.6. APPLICATION OF THRUST _
As we have mentioned earlier it is assumed that the 
acceleration is applied during a number of discrete intervals 
of time, whose length is t^ , so that the impulse applied will 
be always integer multiple of (a.t^), which is the "quantum” 
impulse.
The effect of applying a force is simulated by calculating 
the position of the image point then apply a "quantum" of 
impulse repeating this procedure ■ until the decision program 
indicates that other action should be talien.
The aiming error committed by the operator‘is'simulated by 
randomizing the components of a unit vector in the direction . 
the thrust is intended to be applied. This gives another direction 
in which the real thrust will act, (i.e. if the thrust is desired
p-
to be applied in the direction of the unit vector u , it will 
be in fact applied in the direction of (u + p), where is a 
random vector. The standard deviation used to randomize the 
components of the unit vector is a data parameter to the simula­
tion tailing account of the errors of implementation.
1.6.1. Limitation of the product a.t^
The minimum amount of impulse applied to the man is- pro­
portional to a.t^ (a is acceleration and t^ is minimum thrust 
time). Associated with the "quantum” impulse is the increment 
of velocity ^^v=a.t^ . Therefore v^ has to be determined so that




'Floy/-chart (See Fig. 1.16.) •
If the man is not in rendezvous condition the subroutine 
Image (b) calculates the variables Y, Y and è and randomizes
Pthem to take account of the errors of observation.
Following this is calculated (c) the time spent to talie 
the next decision, which of course will depend on the new 
values of Y , Y  and ©.
In the next step (d) the position and attitude of the man 
is updated to the instant he is going to take an action: This 
action is determined by the subroutine ( f ) v/ith aid of thé data 
provided by (e).
There are seven different exits of this subroutine decision:
\
Exit 1. It has been decided to apply a thrust in the transverse
direction, so as to cancel the transverse component
of velocity, that is to decrease 101 :
The thrust is applied for a discrete time t^
•. (minimum duration of the thrust), and position and 
velocity of the man are updated (h), nev/ values of 
Y ,4 and 0 are calculated (i) and it is tested (j) 
whe ther or not more thrust has to be applied. This 
branch simulates the fact that the operator applies 
thrust until he judges it is no longer neccessary.
Exit 2. This branch is similar to 1 except that the thrust being
applied is that required to approach the vehicle (i.e. 
towards - r ). ’


























Exit 3. Here the thrust is applied to recede, that is towards + r.
Exit 4* Sometimes an action is not talien as soon as possibie , 
as it would be in the three preceding cases. After a 
close observation, an action which is not absolutely 
neccessary but merely convenient would be talien to 
improve the process. This decision 4 means really that 
there is a small component of tranverse velocity. If 
nothing more important to do arises it will be followed 
by a jump to the branch 1, but only after passing 
several times consecutively through this branch 4» as 
is indicated by a counter 4 (k).
Exit 3. Similar considerations apply as for branch 4 with the
■difference that it is associated with a jump to'branch 2 
instead of to branch 1. Decision 3 means that although 
the man is approaching the vehicle, the motion is too 
slow.
Notice that both counters 4 and 3 are cleared in 
every branch except in those in which they are updated.
Exit 6. The process seems to be controlled. The man decides to 
wait.
Exit 7* This means that virtually the rendezvous condition has 
been reached. This decision has been inserted only to 
provide an exit of the preceding branches in case of 
eventual rendezvous.
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The conditions to take each of these decisions are 










( Y < B^ ) .AND. (8 > Bq )
( <O).AiND.(0> B^ )
(Ÿ<.B^).AND.( Ÿ>b^).ADîD.(é> b^) . AND. ( ©< B^ ) 
(<P>O).AND.(f<b^.AI'TD.(0 <  B^ )
(f <B^).AND.(Y> b^).AND.(ê<b^)
(>p>o</r^ )
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II. ;i. INTRODUCTION
It is the intention of the experiment described here to
assess the performance of a human operator in controlling a
system which has certain similarities with the rendezvous 
manoeuvre, in deep space.
The operator is presented with a display on an oscilloscope 
representing;
1) a target, the size of its image on the scope being 
adjusted to represent the true angular size of the 
spacecraft, as it would appear during rendezvous, and 
its centre being at the centre of the scope, and
2) a star "background" adequately represented by three 
moving spots of light on the scope, having the same 
relative angular motion at the operator's position 
with respect to the (fixed) target centre, as the
target would have relative to the star background in
rendezvous.
The simulation is of course carried out in a true time
scale. The unit of length corresponding to. 1 volt is, by
definition, the'rendezvous distance r .' o
Wo derived physical quantities involved in the simulation
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need to introduce a mass unit.
Since the target is fixed in the scope and the star field 
moves, the frame of reference is as if the astronaut keeps 
his body orientation fixed relative to the line of sight.
As an, initial objective, itis suggested that 
we .imagine he also keeps his body orientation fixed v/ith respect 
the apparent plane of motion of the target so that the direction 
of motion of the star field is fixed, (for instance, horizontally 
on the scope). In order to provide a continuous moving reference^ 
any star reaching.the edge of the scope would need to be re­
injected into the field of view at the opposite edge.
Consistent with this limited objective, the operator is 
given a control mechanism v/hich, by means of the simulation, 
appears to consist of reaction thrusts either
—  in radial.direction, towards or away'from the target 
vehicle, or
—  in transverse direction, i.e. at right angles of the line 
of sight, causing the apparent motion of target relative 
to star background.
We shall nov/ describe the components of the simulation in 
detail. Of these components only the generation of the visual
presentation calls for a certain amount of ingenuity (i.e. the 




To represent the target v/e choose a figure-of-eight rather 
than a circle, as the former provides meaningful information 
even when the scale of angular magnification is such that only 
part of the figure-of-eight can be contained on the scope display; 
thus at closest approach the figure of eight would consist of two 
diagonal lines across the screen, intersecting at the centre.
This could be generated by a signal voltage 
Xo“ R^(t)sinuJt 
y^= R^(t)sin cjt.cos tut 
where w is a frequency high enough that, to the eye, the figure 
appears continuous, and where t) is generated to provide the 
appropiate angular size of image, to the operator.
An electronic resolver could be used in the polar-to-rec- 
tangular resolution mode, with continuous rotation circuitry, and 
with a fixed voltage input to provide the appropiate w, and a 
variable voltage t) as input. This would provide output 
values of -R^sin cut, R^cos out and Usin ojt volts (U= voltage 
corresponding to 1 M.U.); The tv/o latter could be passed to a 
multiplier to produce - R^sin ujt.cos tub and consequently the 
values of - and - y^ obtained for the scope display, from 
the single variable voltage R^(t), A proper adjustment of the
4-6
time constant of the resolver's integrator can give a value of 
w near 30 cps* which is adequate for the purpose.
Although this arrangement has proved to work perfectly well, 
it,has some disadvantages: in the particular instalation the 
resolvers have a lower reliability than the rest of the equip­
ment, and there are "teeth" accompanying the output wave, in 
continuous mode, at this frequency.
For these reasons it was judged better to build an oscillator 
without using resolvers;
The basic idea is to get a sinusoidal function of frequency 
w from a solution of the second order differential equation
. y" + LO^y = 0 
but as in any practical case the amplitude would . 
decrease with time, due to damping resulting from capacitor^ 
-leakage-and the . integrator's input-resistor r" - This damping 
can however be compensated by designing into the circuit a 
negative damping so that the differential equation to be solved 
is apparently
2
y " - 2 c r y + w y  = 0 
This has been found to be a perfectly satisfactory expedient 
to overcome the difficulty, and the selection of the appropiate 
value of cr to eliminate the inherent damping is not difficult.
The circuit to generate the sinusoidal wave is shovm in 
fig.II.1, and it has been used to generate frequencies near-100 cps.
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‘t  = 0 .  1 s . lOOy%=0*1s.
-lOOy
Fig.11,1. Amplitude constant sinusoidal oscillator
(Observe that the time c-onstant of the two integrators has to
be 0*1 secs.)* The circuit provides both sin wt and cos tut and
v/ith the aid of multipliers we generate the functions R^ sintut
and R sinu,’t.cosiUt to provide the required target trace, o •
The potentiometer P in fig.II. 1. is continuously adjustable 
by hand setting, and a suitable setting is obtained by observing 
the effect of applying a voltage from'ttemain loop to the I-plates 
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This is represented by three moving spots of light. This
limitation on the number of spots is only dependent on the
avalability of equipment.
The problem of providing such a display can conveniently
be divided into three parts:
a) Generate the stars apparent speed. The position of the 
star image (as distinct from its:motion) is of little 
importance,
b) When any star reaches either the right or the left edge 
of the oscilloscope screen that star and only that one
. must be re-injected onto the screen at the opposite edge,
c) The stars and the target trace must be displayed on the
single beam oscilloscope.
- We shall explain stops a) and b) in this parragraph, leaving
c) to be discussed in. p aragraph II.6.
a) The apparent speed of the stars v/ill be proportional to ©, 
angular velocity of the rendezvous subject relative to the target, 
which is generated when solving the equations of motion (see 
parragraph II.4.). An integration of will give the position 
of the stars, and the coefficient of proportionality between x^  ^
and B can be selected by use of a potentiometer.
b) Calling - the voltages corresponding to the edges of the
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scope's screen, re-injection implies that if >  iV^ \  ^ then
-2|V^ l sgn(Xj^ ) must be added "instantaneously” to x^ .
As this is not a periodic function in the normal sense 
(since the variation of x^ is not expressible - in formal terms), 
there is no transfer function description of it.
The effect is achieved v/ith sufficient accuracy by testing 
the conditions , or Xj^ <-Vg, by two comparators^ they
are used to drive a relay so as to add a large voltage to Xj^ of
the sign needed to decrease the absolute value of x^ , and 
at the same time ibo change the. compai 
comparator, as v/e shall nov/ explain;
aratioh level effected by the
actuating












Fig,II,2, Star re-injection circuit
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voltage needed to reach the edge, V^, is here 21 volts. If 
I xl < 21 volts, neither of the tv/o comparators (Ml and m6) will 
be actuated, and the arms of both relays will be connected to 
ground voltage. Further x is the only input voltage to the 
integrator (providing -x).
If X increases-and reaches +21 volts, comparator Ml will 
switch and actuate the arm of relay M U  to the + position, 
connecting - 40 volts to the input.of the integrator (which 
consequently will rapidly increase the value of - x), and at 
the same time the voltage to be compared v/ith x by the comparator 
Ml is changed to - 40 + 21 = - 1 9  volts, consequently this will 
stay in the + position only until x drops below - 19 volts, 
when it will revert once more to the normal position (outputting 
ground zero voltage). Therefore the variation of x reverts to 
the integration of 5c.
If X  decreases and reaches - 21 volts, a similar situation 
(with opposite polarity) will happen v/ith comparator M6 and 
relay M6J interacting in a similar manner with the integrator 
for X.
The time needed for•the voltage x to change sign is of the 
same order as the relay sv/itching time (1.5 msec.).
As the motion of the star background is constrained to 
■represent apparent motion in a plane, the ordinate of each star 
is a constant. This constant voltage is easily obtained by means 
of a potentiometer.
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II.4. EQUATIQMS OF MOTION
If r is the radial distance of the target, and d^  its 
diameter, its apparent size (represented by R^) would be 
proportional to arctan (d^/2r). This function could be 
generated (from r) by use of an electronic resolver. However 
for r)^d^, evidently arc tan( d^/2r) d^/2r, and for smaller
values of r the field of view of the target is in any case 
restricted in our simulation, so that it is adequate to regard
as inversely proportional to r (the constant of proportionality 
being chosen according to the values of d^  and the distance 
between the oscilloscope screen and the observer).
 ^ The problem of representing the motion consists essentially 
therefore of the generation of values for r and 0 from the 
voltages a^ and a^ representing the radial and tangential 
accelerations. This can be done by solving the pair of differen­
tial equations
•r = a^ + Vg.ê
d- , ,-  (rv,) = ra,
for r and v^ = r©, subject to the initial conditions that 
r = r^ , r = f , and v^ = v^ ^^  at time t = 0.
The method of solution employing quarter square diode 















Fig. II.3. Equations of Motion
Tvæ considerations are paramount: The voltages must be kept 
as high as possible to the inputs of the multipliers and to the 
denominators of those multipliers used as dividers; but the 
voltages must nowhere exceed 100 volts v/hich would overload the 
amplifiers. In designing the circuit shown, it is supposed that 
the values of r v/ill be in the range from 1 to 100 volts and that
the velocity component v^ does not exceed 10 volts.
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II.5. CONTROL VOLTAGES
Ideally the control voltages (for a^ and a^ ) would best 
be supplied from a hand-held control unit provided for the 
operator. However in the simulation we have conducted, two 
hand operated 3-pole switches (on the PACE console) have been 
used to provide a"bang-bang" control voltage, separately repre­
senting a^ or a^ , without attempting to introduce the element 
of human error in directing the acceleration vector. With the 
time scaling used in the integration, values of a^ and a^ of 














To represent adequately on the simgle beam scope the target 
and the three stars forming the background, it was decided to 
use a chopped signal alternating rapidly between the voltages 
representing the target trace (x^,y^), and the spot position of 
the i-th star (represented by
The values of y^ are constants and is independent of i
(see parragraph II.3.). The variation of ,y^ has been discussed
in para.II.2,
By suitable choice of the chopping signal we. can provide the 
appearance of four separate signals and four separate beams.
The PACE equipment has repetitive cycling operation facilities 
which allow this chopping to be done. This equipment produces 
a rectangular wave output in which the duration at the high a.nd 
low levels can be adjusted digitally to values between 99*9 msec, 
and 0,1 msec,, in steps of 0.1 msec. There are two independent 
rectangular wave generators of this kind providing the voltages 
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Fig.11.^. Rectangular waves A and B
By means of these voltages A and B and four AMD gates v/e can 
have the four logic signals AB, AB, and ÂB, v/hich can drive 
D/A switches, so as to provide the required signal, as in fig.II.6. 
S are D/A switches, closed when the indicated logic signal is 







A proper setting of the time the voltages A and B are in 
TRUE and in FALSE condition (that is, the values of x^,x^,x^ 
and x^ in fig,II,5) enables both apparent image'continuity and 
brightness to be adjusted.
The mean time that A is TRUE during one unit of time, (or the 
probability of A being TRUE), is
p(A)=  ------- ------
"'a
and reasoning similarly
^b y-T, ^a , ^bp(B) =   , p(A) =   and p(B) =
In the same way^  the chopping signal AB is TRUE the following 
fraction of time
P(AB) =
with similar relations for the other three signals ÂB, AB, ÂB.
These probabilities are related to the brightness of the' 
image associated v/ith each logic signal. However since
■ p(AB) p(AB)
p(AB) p(AB)
it is not possible to arrange for the three star images to have 
the same brightness, unless the target brightness is also the 
same as that of the stars. Similarly if the target is to be much
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brighter than the stars, one of the stars has to be brighter 
than the•two others. Choosing for instance the following values, 
which by observation have been found appropiate:
= 11,0 msec. = 29.9 msec,
x^ = 1.1 msec. x^ - 10.1 msec.,
the relative luminance of the star images are in the ratio 
1:2.^4:9.55, and 29.5 that of the target.
The - continuity of the images is obviously related to the 
absolute time scale of the chopping process.
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11,7. PRESENTATION OF NON-VISUAL DATA
The simulation has been provided v/ith means of recording 
parameters such as the elapsed time and the fuel consumption 
(in terms of the impulse). It has also been found useful to 
provide a visual signal to the operator showing when the rendez­
vous is achieved, and whether or not it was successful.
Fuel Consumption
The output voltage of an integrator is used to represent 
the fuel consumed (in arbitrary units) or, v/hat is the same 
thing, the total impulse applied. The input to the integrator 
is the absolute value of any acceleration (either radial or 
transverse) applied during the process. This can be checked by 
-Observing the outputs of the summing amplifiers used to determine 
the moduli, and remedied by adjustment of the potentiometers 









This is an integrator whose constant input is switched off 
v;hen rendezvous is achieved, thus recording the duration of the 
manoeuvre.




When the variable r is less than r^ (rendezvous distance), 
the figure-of-eight appearance of the target is changed. Provided 
the manoeuvre is succesful, (i.e. the arrival speed is lov;er than 
v^), the target appearance becomes an ellipse. However, should 
this not be the condition (i.e. the arrival can be interpreted 
as a "crash"), the target figure will turn into an inclined line 
(fig.II.9.)













Fig.II.10. Distance and Velocity Tests
If r< ( fig.II.10.), comparator m8 drive relays M8J and 
M8K to the + condition and it will remain clamped (notice + of 
M8J connected to ground voltage). Then if comparator M5 (which 
is testing the condition v>v^) is in the TRUE state, y^  will be 
proportional to sinwt, and both and y^ will have the same phase 
(thus generating^straight line on the screen). On the other hand 
if V < v^, the relay M5J is connected to the negative terminal, 
and y^ is proportional to coswt, causing the figure on the 
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JII.1. INTRODUCTION •
In the next ■ paragraphs we shall attempt to determine the 
effect (on the process} . of both specific variables of the 
manoeuvre and specific variables of the human operator:
- Initial angle of operators'velocity with the line of sight
- Size.of the target
- Initial velocity of the operator relative to the target.
- Acceleration.
- Initial distance of the operator from the target.
- Rate thresholds (see parr. I.4*3*)
~ Human errors (i.e. errors of visual observation and'error ■ ■
” committed - in aiming the thrust, each represented by its
corresponding standard deviation, for we assume they 
are normally distributed).
- Maximum reaction time of the operator (by convention this includes
observation, decision, alignement of thruster and thrust 
initiation).
- Minimum duration of the impulse (level of uncertainty of the
on-off thrust time).
The most important characteristics of the manoeuvre can be 
reduced to: a) Impulse consumption (product acceleration by time
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bï application) .. which is directly proportional to the 
'amount of fuel used, b) Time.employed in the whole process, and
c) The ratio of the Total time to the time the impulse has 
been applied, i.e. total time /action time. We can regard this 
as a measure of the facility of the manoeuvre, since if the 
ratio is large, then for most of the time there is no need for 
action by the man. Clearly (a) is a measure of how costly, (b) hov/ 
quick, and (c) how easy, the process appears.
The standard deviation of these parameters with respect to 
their mean are likewise of importance: they measure the variability 
of these qualities in respect to a single manoeuvre. Hov/ever it 
should be noted that these deviations are caused solely by the 
simulated human errors of observation and implementation, because 
without those the strategy of each manoeuvre v/ith prescribed 
initial conditions would be identical.
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.111.2. INITIAL ANGLE
As in any case the manoeuvre consists of reducing substantially 
the transverse component of the initial velocity (i.e. v^sinL) 
and similarly, but separately, the radial component (i.e. Vj^cosL), 
we may expect that the Impulse consumption is proportional to 
|sinfl| + I cosfi)| , or in other words to|cos(B - H /4)(. This reaches 
a maximum value for initial velocities having the same transverse 
and radial.'components.
Fig.III.3. shows a polar diagram of the Impulse' consumption 
versus the initial angle (of the operator's velocity with the 
line of sight) for two different values of this initial velocity 
v^= 1, and =3» We can see that the results fit reasonably 
with the expectation mentioned above.
The indentations at ft = 0 and ft = Tl are easily explained, 
for the manoeuvre would be made easier under such a particular 
circumstance. The peaks in the curve corresponding to v^  ^=5 for 
values of ft around 30^ are,due to the fact that the transverse 
component of the velocity has not been eradicated before the 
operator has passed by the target for a first time, consequently 
he has to reverse a receding radial component. Note that the 
same effect is not shown at the lower velocity
(3^) an effect that v;e shall call "fly-past".
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III.3. SIZE OF THE TARGET
Table III.3. shov/s the value of the Total time and Impulse 
consumption for different target sizes ( , and for different
initial velocities (v^). As could be expected thez-e is no apparent 
influence of the target size on the manoeuvre.
III.4. ACCELERATION
Fig.III.2. shows the Impulse consumption versus acceleration 
for different values of the initial velocity v^ . The figure 
suggests the existence of a locus of the minimum value of impulse 
for each initial velocity which has a quite realistic significance 
as we shall see later. Thus we pressume the existence of an 
optimum acceleration for each value of v^ . We have shown in , 
fig.III.3. the- mean and confidence interval calculated for 
valuer 'of Note the increasing amplitude of the 
confidence interval as the acceleration increases, due to the 
effects of mismanagement of a large acceleration.
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III.5. INITIAL DISTMCE
If is assumed zero, the time spent in the manoeuvre
1 / 2seems to increase in proportion to r^ ^^ . This of course would 
result if the motion involved only uniform radial acceleration. 
The Impulse consumption seems, to be a linear function of r^ .
This is shown by figs.Ill,h, and III.5.
An interesting fact is that with zero initial velocity, 
low accelerations seem to imply a smaller fuel consumption:
This trend of reduction in optimal acceleration by reducing v^ 
is also apparent from fig.111,3.
In the figs.Ill,6., III.8. and III.9. the parameter of 
variation of the curves is the rendezvous distance r^  instead 
of acceleration. Observe the minimum, both of time and impulse, 
originated from the ocurrence of'fly-past” (see parr,III,2.).
The Impulse consumption again varies linearly with r^ and 
depends less sensitively than the total time on the ratio (ru/r^)
III.6. RATE THRESHOLDS
Considering the results of fig.III.10, we infer that an 
increase of the rate threshold values, which define the decision 
process^ (parr.I.4.3), reduces the variation of impulse with
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acceleration. Nevertheless there still remains a range of optimal 
acceleration.
The influence of (rate thresholds) is more noticeable 
at low accelerations. Fig. III.12, likewise, showing the effect 
of 0  ^at low accelerations on the total manoeuvre time, again 
points to the desirability of a large "dead zone" in the decision 
strategy.
The operator, of course, who is "hyper-sensitive" to error 
(i.e. he has a small 0 )^ .may well. cause more error by over-reacting,
III.7. MINIMUM IMPULSE DURATION
The fig,III,13} shows the Impulse consumption versus accelera­
tion , for different values of t^  ^(minimum impulse duration) . 
Apparently there is no great influence of this parameter, although 
the Impulse consumption decreases slightly for low values of t^ .
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III.8 ERRORS OF OBSERVATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
It appears that the time spent in the manoeuvre increases 
roughly with the visual observation error (see fig. III.I4).
Note that although the Impulse consumption (fig,III,16) does 
not change much with this unitary error, both standard deviation 
of impulse and total time (figs. 111,15 and IÏI.I7) certainly 
increase with the observation error.
Fig,-III,19 suggests that the impulse consumption increases 
with the error commited at pointing the thrust (implementation 
error).
III.9. MAXIMUM REACTION TIME'
The appearance of figs. III.I8 to III.25 would suggest 
that''the total manoeuvre time depends almost linearly of the 
maximum reaction time of the operator, t^ , but from values of t^  
from 6 or 8 secs, upwards, both manoeuvre time and impulse 
consumption increase rapidly v/ith t^ .
b9
III.10. ANALOG EXPERIMENTS
Experiments have been made varying the relation initial distance 
to rendezvous distance and the acceleration.
After a sufficient training of the operator so as to familiarize 
v/ith the manoeuvre, v/e took 4 samples of each experiment and obtained 
the results indicated in tables III.l. and III.2., plotted in 
figs. III.26 and 111.2?.
The -results were performed with equal initial values of r^  ^
and condition which seems to be the most unfavourable (see
para.III.2), Although we have taken arbitrarily as value of the 
initial velocity v^ -5» this value pretends in some way, represent 
an uneasy case. It is not out of logic, then , to consider the 
circumstance that v^  ^is 5 times per second the rendezvous distance 
r .^ In any case the value of v^ must be the predicted maximum 
initial velocity in the manoeuvre.
Note in fig. III.2? the optimum value of acceleration corres­
ponding to minimum fuel consumption. This value depends on the 
parameter r^ ,^ but an . acceleration of 0.6 times the value of r^  
per sec^, aproximately, seems convenient.
Further, v/ith this value of acceleration, the control of 
the manoeuvre appears to be easier.
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III.l1. CONCLUSIONS
’1) The most unfavourable angle (for minimum impulse consumption) 
of the initial velocity with respect to the line of sight is 
about 45  ^or 50°.
2) Taget size has. no apparent influence. on the rendezvous 
process, assuming that it is large enough to be visible.
5) An optimum acceleration seems to exist for every value of the 
initial speed. This optimum acceleration increases with the 
initial speed and the rendezvous distance. Up to velocities of 5 
units per second, the optimum is about 0.5 units/sec^ (a unit 
being the rendezvous distance, and meaning by this the distance 
from the parent craft at which rendezvous is deemed to be completed)
4) Statistical deviations in Impulse consumption (i.e. the integral 
with respect to time of the absolute applied acceleration) 
increase v/ith acceleration.
5) The impulse consumption seems to be proportional to the 
initial distance, whereas the total time of the manoeuvre seems 
to be proportional to the square root of the initial distance,
6) The influence of the Rate Thresholds (which represent the 
uncertainty levels of human vision -see para.I,4.3-) is most 
noticeable at low accelerations, whereas it becomes smaller for 
.values of acceleration above the optimum.
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I?) The minimum thrust time (which determines the least value of 
impulse associated with a discrete action) does not have much 
importance in the process, provided it is a small fraction of 
the human reaction time (measured from decision to action).
8) An increase in visual observation eri'-rs causes an increase
in manoeuvre time, although the impulse consumption is not greatly 
affected. However, the deviations of both time and consumption 
parameters (about their respective means) increase noticeably 
with such errors. An increase in the error committed in aiming 
, the thrust seems to imply, an increase in impulse consumption and 
its deviation.
9) The Impulse consumption is least for values of the niàximum 
reaction time (see para. 1.5) in the range from 1 to 5 secs, 
increasing at smaller values than this, and increasing very rapidly 
for greater values of the maximum reaction time of the operator, 
(i.e. "Festina lente").
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III.12. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
Of course it would be highly desirable to provide a simulation 
of this manoeuvre wi-th 6 degrees of freedom, but it would imply 
more sophisticated techniques. Perhaps the rotation about the’ 
roll axis could be omraited as it rarely would arise (ref,2).
The simulation v/ork presented herecould, however, be extended 
in some ways, as we feel it may be interesting:
1) To malie a digital program so as to simulate (as close as 
possible) the analog device, coordinating in that way the two 
simulations.
2) To admit (in the Analog Simulation) the possibility of commiting 
thrust-aiming errors. It might be done either by introducing a 
random voltage added to both transverse and radial accelerations, 
or by means of a linear potentiometer (see adjoint fig.) whose arm 
would be aimed as if it was a thruster (the thrust being then
loo
A possible aiming-error circuit
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applied by means of the four-pole switch S), or by means of 
another similar device.
3) To devise a mathematical model (perhaps a factorial model)
able to describe the interaction betv/een different parameters of
*
the manoeuvre. It would be useful both in malting tests of hypothesis 
about the interactions, main paraneters, and in analysing the 
variance.
4) To study the effect of the second derivative of the solid 
angle subtended by the target (Y ) with relation to the decision­
making process in the digital program.
3) To try to achieve rendezvous employing the minimum fuel 
amount (perhaps Vfaiting until auto-cancellation of the transverse 
velocity v^), and compare the results v/ith the values obtained if 
v/e try to achieve rendezvous in the minimum time.
6) To study the trajectory
7) To devise some sort of '‘manoeuvre-sequencing^’ so that we can 
consider the process in such a way that a complete study of a 
component of this sequence would permit -us to infer what will 
happen in a completed sequence. For instance:
7 h
If we assume that the initial distance is always the unit 
of length, any succesful rendezvous would consist of a displacement 
of the operator from the spherical surface'of radius r=l, to the 
surface of radius r^ (r^ is the rendezvous distance, here being 
r^<1 ). The units of velocity and acceleration would be then 
related to the initial conditions of the problem. Any manoeuvre 
could be considered as a succesion of several such component 
manoeuvres (each reducing the distance by a factor r^ ), However, 
in this sequence we could lose the physical significance of the 
process, as the arrival velocity in the n-th step would need 
to be the initial velocity in the (n+1)-th step. But as that 
velocity is unpredictable both in modulus (it can vary from 0 to 
v^ , the rendezvous velocity), and direction, we are not able 
to know the modulus and direction of initial velocity in the 
(n+l)-th step, other than as a probability.
Nevertheless it may be interesting to carry on this study, 
by considering that both the initial and the final velocity 
are zero, or near- zero.
Another way to sequence the process is by assuming that the 
initial velocity is unity, and • modifying the tlmescale so that 
1 sec. of simulation = F secs in the reality, with the factor 
F = initial distance/initial velocity. However if we do that,
any time dependant variable (e.g. reaction time, acceleration,... etc.), 







Fig.III.l Impulse Consumption versus angle 
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TABLE III.3 Effect of Target Size
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Appendix A: ANALOG PATCH PANEL and SIMULATION RECORDS
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Fig A.'2* Tipical record of Analog Simulation
-1
Fig. A.3. Tipical records of Analog Simulation
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Appendix B
GENERAL IMAGE POINT MOTION
The motion of the image point in (0,Y ,f) space is given 
for the free motion in para. 1,2.1. If the motion is forced 
we cannot in general determine the motion uniquely, since we 
do not necessarily know the time history of the applied accele­
ration. However we may determine the instantaneous direction ' 
of motion of the image point at any given coordinate (6, Y, Y).
This is relevant to the problem of finding whether the decision 
boundaries involve the possibility of looping (as in para. I.3.)* 
since the image point motion has a component in the ‘f-direction, 
one cannot determine the component of motion perpendicular to the 
boundaries without a knowledge of their variation in shape with Y.
For the particular decision boundaries that we choose
(para.1.4')' may determine that, on these boundaries, é/Y 
. / Vi
and Y/Y are constants, and consequently if we determine the direction 
of image point motion in terms of these "normalized” values of 
0 and Y, then in effect we are resolving the motion of the image 
point into components perpendicular and parallel to the boundary.
Now
' d(è/sp4 © 0 Ÿ dy
and
dt Z dt
d( Y /f% Ÿ  3 dx
dt 2 Y at






2 , Aï. 4,
dy z. fYz. cc^
d^ " lïV _  i l  „ ^  cpVi2,Vf5/i p^Vi oc^
and with a^=a^ = 0  we obtain
dy 3xy
dx x^ -2yZ
— On integrating this differential equation we obtain
x^ = (C - lny)y^ 
loci of directions sketched in fig.B.1
If the thrusts are impulsive then the directions of motion 
are as shown in the text fig.I.10. Clearly in conditions where 
the thrust is finite, the loci of directions will be intermediate 
between these two extremes as sketched in fig. B.2.
It is interesting to note that v/ith f^ =l and f^= 0.3, the 
diagonal line representing an image point free motion in the 




Fig.B.I. Loci of Image Point Directions. No Thrust
Fig.B.2. Loci of Image Point Directions. Finite Thrust
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APPENDIX G
DIGITAL SMP LE SIZE
With the purpose of determining the number of samples able 
to give a reliable statistics v/e chose a random set of variables 
which produced the following values of rendezvous time for the 
different sized samples:











Comparing the two samples of size N.j =10 and each one of 
the remaining and testing the hypothesis
H : - u = 0 (The difference of means is dueo ; 1 y U
merely to chance)
H-j : 0 (There is a significant difference)
we can tabulate for the remaining samples the difference of sample 
means, the standard deviation of the difference of means
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(using the sample standard deviations as estimates of and T^ ),
and the standardized variable z = ( ) / ( ^  ), obtaining
that for a tv/o-tailed test, the results are significant at a 0,5 
level. Hence we conclude that it is enough to take samples of 10 
digital simulations.
APPENDIX D: DIGITAL PROGRAM
Table D.1.
DIGITAL DATA CARDS TABLE
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Card Parameter' Format
1 XM1,X01 (Axis scale for graphs) ' 2E1.0.3
2 XM2,X02 id. ' . 2E10.3
3 .YMTjYOT id, Y-axis (Time) 2E10.3
4 YMTD,yOTD. id Y-axis (st.dev. time) 2E10.3
3 YMR,YOR id. Y-axis ( p ) 2E10.3
6 YMI,YOI id, Y-axis (impulse) 2E10.3
7 YMID,YOID id, Y-axis (st.dev. impulse) 2E10.3
•8 NRAN (first random number) 111
9 JNSIM (Number of simulations) in
10 TIMMAX (max time allowed for each simul.) Ell.3
11 NDATA1 (Variable to change) in
12 NDATA2 id. 111
13 to 27 All the variables (in:t twoj,in order: El 1.3
'i ■unitary st.dev. errors observ.,
st.dev.errors implem., t. 
final rendezvous time, ■©







JNREPT (Number of .repetitions each simul.) 
NE1 (Number of values for var. NDATA])
Values adquired by var.NDATA1 
NE2 (Number of values for var, NDATA2)(30+NE1)
(3UNE1) to






Total number of cards: (30+NE1+NE2)
1 QL
Digital Program Routines Employed
itAlM p rogram 
t CALL 5 10 G R A
2* call SI of it
3^ CALL EXIT
‘•kt LNp
£Nd of COMPILATION; , NO D i AGN0STIc^«
i* sueFkouriwL ren de z ‘
a* C0MM0N/Bl1/X ,Y,Z,VX'VY,VZ, ALPHA r PH X ' OpHl f DTriET r STl
5:t. COiV]MON/BL2/ •PMlÜf VOH'hRTRf THFNRDrCTEr Al PH
4^ , C 0 i\'i M 0 N / 8 L à / N R A iN
t):f; COHNON/6iu4/KMR an r PARI ^ PAR2 'ART, AST t ARP f ASp r aR X r ASI r KWRO
COHNOM/BLb/f4£l r NE2 r AkR 
74; DXMENSIOm DAT ( 30 ) r ARk ( 10 r 2) f COMB (lOO r 2)
ÙV DXHENSXOij STXM(IOO) rbPUELdOO) rSFATdUO)
04; DIiViEh SIOm Ki'iRAM ( 1Ü 0 ) ,PARI (100) ,PAR2(l00) , ART (100) , AST (100)
I04; DIMENSlOivj ARr (100) ,AbP(100) ,ARI(lOQ) r ASI (100) rKWRO(lOO)




154: READ 61 r TI MM AX '
lo4; 61 FORMAT (Ell, 3)
1 7 * read oSrhDATAl
184; r e a d 63,HDATA2
19=K 63 f o r m a t (111)
204; DO 2003 1 = 1,17
21* IF( (X.NE.iNDATAl) .AND, ( I,NE.NDATA2) ) READ 61, DAT (I)
22* -2003 COi'jTlNUE
23* READ 63,jNREPT
2 4 * READ 63,HE1
28* DO 2004 1=1,NEl.
2o*  ^ r e a d 61, ARR(1,1)
2 7 * 2004 continue
2d* READ 63,|nE2
2 9 * DO 2005 1=1,NE2
30* READ 61, ARK(1,2)
31* 2ÜU8 CONTINUE
32* NE12=NE1*NE2
33* ' DO 2921 X=1,NE12
34* IC1=1+In T((i-l)/NE2)
38* IC2=H0D(I,ME2).
3d* IF(IC2.£n .O) XC2=NE2
37* COMB(1,1)=AHK(ICl,1)
38* COMB(I,2)=AKR(IC2,2)
3 9 * 2921 continue
40* PRINT 2307
41* 2807 F0RMAT(///19h INITIAL. PARAMETERS///)
42* PRINT 2a02,DAT(l) ,DAI (4) ,DAT(b) rDATdl) , DAT (13) , DAT (16)
43* ■ 2802 f o r m a t (qH UXST=,£14,3,4HST1=,E16,3>3h TF=,E17,3,6HTHRRD=,
4 4 * iE14,3,bHMLPHA=,E14.5,3HCT=,El7.3)
48* PRINT 2803,ÜAÎ(2),DAI(5),0AT(7),DAT(l2),DaT(14),DAT(17)
46* 2803 f o r m a r(3i i V=, £17.3, 4hST2=, El6,3, 3h t 0= , El7.3, 6i ITHRTR=, E14.3 r
4 7* l3HK0-,El7.3,4nCTE=,Ei6.3)
48* PRINT 2804,DAT(3),DA1(a)








































8 6 *  
69* 















1 0 6 * 
IOq*
PRINT 28ü5,ünT(15),ÜAT(9)
2605 FuRMAT(3ii A=, £17 • 3, 2uX r 4HTWD=:, El6 • 3 )
PRINT 2.3G6rDAr(10)
2806 FORMa r ( 40X,'+riTRO= r £lo * 3 )
PRINT 28ü8fNüATAl,NDATA2 
2806 FORMATt///2l4)
PRINT 65, TIm .LhX, JNREr T 
65 f o r m a t  ( //Iox r 7HTiMMAX= r FI 0 • 3, 4X r 6^t.'jREpT= ,17)
PRINT 2701
2701 f o r m a t  ( 5f i 1 r,]b IM, 4X » 4Hnk AN, 27X, 4HTI ME f 5% r 7HST. DEV, ,2X' 
lllHACTION Tl,'ia,2X,7HbT,0EV. r4Xr7HlMPULSE,4X,7HST.DEV,, 
24X,7h UN50CC./)




DAT ( NOATni ) ==COMB ( NSIlvi, 1)







































ilù* 2100 c o n t i n u e
111* : IFC ( (X**2+Y**2+Z**2) .i_T.R0**2) .AND, ( ( yX**2+VY**2+V2**2 ) *Lr.
lia* 1V0**2)) GOTO 2620
lib* 506 format i3E20.3 r E20•6 f i5 )
II4 * 1F(ID.EQ.7) GOTO 280l
lid* IF(TlME,GT.TiV,MAX) GOTO 2801
H o * Ca ll ymage
1 1 7 * Call D£ClS(PHIOrROrIu )





12b* c a l l YNAGE
1 2 4 * Call DEClSCPUlOrRO,Iu )
125* GOTO (2310 ,2320, 2330 rc;b40,2350 ,2360, 2100) , ID
126* C
127* c DECISION APPLY TRANSVERSAL FORCE
126* 2310 CONTINUE
1 2 9 * ROOTi=ANoPUL(X ,Y,Z)
l3u* K00T2=SQRT(.VX**2* ( Y**2+Z**2)+VY**2*(X**2+Z**2)+VZ**2*(X**2+
131* 1Y**2))*RoOT1

















149* i f (Ti m e ,g t ,t i m m a x ) Goto 2aoi
150* c a l l  ymage
151* c a l l  DECXS(PHI0,R0,Iu )
15a* IF(tlP.Eu.l).OR.(IÜ.L0.4))G0T0 2310
15b* GO To 2390


















































2 0 5 *
20 4* 
20 b *  
2 0 6 *  
2 0 7 *  
20b* 
















V Z = V Z + A Z * T F
TIiviE=TIMa+TF
TFUEL=TFU£L+IF
IF(TlMt;,6T*TlHMAX) GvTO 2801 
CALL Ym AuL
C A L L  D E C i S ( P H i O , R O , I u )
FOkMa fclüX,oEaO.3,E2U,8r15)
2801
l F ( ( l ü . E v , 2 ) . 0 R , ( I Ü , L u . 5 ) )  G O T O  2520 
G O T O  259u 
: a p p l y  r a d i a l  f o r c e  Tv R E C E D E
250Ü c o n t i n u e
R O O T l = A M O u U L ( A , Y , Z )
: A C E L E R A T I O N
AX= A*RAi iORN ( S T2 r X / R v O T l  )
A Y =  A * R A u O R N ( S T 2 r Y / R v O T l )
AZ= a * K A u O R M ( 5 T 2 , 2 / R v OT1)









I F (T I M E .g T •T I M M A X ) G v J O 
CALLymAGc.
C A L L  O L C I S C P H I O r R O d u )
IF(Iu. E Q . 3 )  g o t o  2330 
GO To  2390 
: D E C I S I O N  4
2 540 c o n t i n u e  '
I F ( K T R 4 . G E , 5 )  G O T O  2bit)
K T R 4 = K T R 4 + 1  
K T R 5 = 0  
G O T O  2100 
: D E C I S I O N  5
2 550 c o n t i n u e
I F ( K T R 5 , b E . 5 )  g o t o  2b20 
K T R 5 = K T R b + l  
K T R 4 = 0  
G O T O  2100 
: D E C I S I O N  6 W A I T  I W A l ‘1 S E C O N D S
2360 c o n t i n u e
x = x + v x * t w a i t  
Y = Y + V Y * rwAIT 
Z = Z + V Z * T w A I T  
T l N E = T I M c + T W A I T  
G O l O  2590 
: RE S E T  C O U N T E R S
2390 K T R 4 = 0  
K T r 5=0 
G O T O  2100 













































2 6 4 *













2801 N S w R = N S W R + l  
TiiviErO.Q 
T F U E L = 0 . 0  
G O T O  2820
ç r e n d e z v o u s  a c h i e v e d
■ 2820 CONTINUE
S T I M ( N R E P T ) = T 1 N E  
sfuEl(nrc:pt)=tfu£l 
5 F a T (N k E R T ) = Tr U E L * A  
MR£Pï=NRc.RT*l
IF ( NREPT, LE. J, 3PEPT ) GOTO 2012 
C ENDS A s i m u l a t i o n
REPT=1.0/(J N R E P T “ N S W k )










DO 2901 I=1,JnR£PT 
IF(STIM(X).LT.O.ÛÛQl) GO TO 2902 
5Tu=(S fin(I)-SSTM)**2+STQ 
SFG=(SFüEL(X)“SSFM)*^2+SFQ 
5 A Q = (SFA K l ) -SSAM)**a+SAQ
c o n t i n u e
CONTINUE
S T D T = S Q R T (S T u * R E P T )
S T D F = S 0 R T (S F O * R £ P T )
STüA=SORT(S A O * K E P T )
P A R l ( N à l H ) = u A I ( N D A T A I )
P A R 2  ( N S I N  ) =D  AT ( ND AT Ac: )
ART(NSlM)=S5T;vi 
ASï(nSIM)=STüT 
A R F < N S I M ) = S S F M  
ASF(nSIM)=STüF 
A R I ( N S I M ) = S S A M  
ASKNSXM)=STüA 
K/jROtNSlM)=NSvvR 
Du 2 9 1 5  1=1,JNREPT 
,STIM(I)=0.0 
S F U £ L ( I ) = 0 . 0  
' S FAT(I)=Ü.0 
2 9 1 5  c o n t i n u e  
S S T = U . O  
S S F = Û . Ü  
S S A = 0 . 0  
S T Q = 0 . 0  
SFu=O.Û 
S A O = 0 . ü
P R I N T  27Ü2,NSIiM, KNRAN (NSIM) ,PaR1(N5IM) , P aR2(N5IM) ,aRT(MSIn) , 
l A S T ( N S l M ),ARF(MSIM),aSF(NSXM),ARÎ{nSÏM), A S I ( N S % M ) , K W R O t N Ï ,IM)
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278* 2702 F0RMA T (I <r,19,S F11.4 r i 8)
279* NSiMzNSlH+l
260* IF(NSIM.LE.JNSIM) 60iü 2922
261* ret ur n
262* END
END i;F c o mp i l a t i o n; ' • NO DIAGNOSTICS.
1* subroutine YriAGE





7* - 1 Z * * 2 ) + V Z * * 2 * C X * * 2 + Y * ^ 2 ) )
Cl* PHX=RANOKM(Sri*AUXl,AüXl)
9* D P H I = R A N ü K M ( S T l * A U X 2 r a UX2)
lO* D T h E T = R A n O R M ( S T 1 * A U X o ,AUX3)
11* RETURN
l2* EnD
END OF COMPILATION; NO DIAGNOSTICS.
1* SUBROUTINE D E C T i M  ( I D , R H I , D PHI r D T H E T  r Tü , C T , TV/D, î R D , T
2* C 0 M M 0 N / 3 L 2 /  P H l O r V O ,  M i R T R ,T H R R D ,C T E rA L P H
3* G O T O  ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 1 , 3 , 6 , 7 ) ,  10
4* 1 T = T 0 * E X P ( " C T * û TH£T/(\/0*PHI0) )
b* r e t u r n
ô* 2 T = T 0 * E X P (  C T * u P H I * A L p H / ( P H I O * P H I O * v O ) )
7* r e t u r n
a* 3 T = T O * E X P ( ~ C Ï * D P H I * A L P H / ( P H I O * P H I O * v O ) )
9* r e t u r n
lu* 6 t = t w d
11* r e t u r n
12* 7 T=TRO
13* r e t u r n
l4* END
end OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
11
i* SUBROUTINE DEC IS (PHIorRûrID)




o* 1F (DpHI.vT.ALIM1(PHI)) RETURN
7* 10=1
a* IF (DTHET,GT.ALif14(PHi) ) RETURN
9* 10=2
lû* IF(DPHI.Ll.0,0) RETURN





lu* r et ur n
17* End
E N O  oF C O M P I L A T I O N :  NO D I A G N O S T I C S .
1* f u n c t i o n  A L I m K P H I )
2* C Û M N 0 N / 3 L 2 /  Pi ilÜ , VO , I H RT R  ,T H R R D  , C T E , A l RH
3* W=Ü . 5 * Vü*Pil i * S Q R T  ( PH X ü * P H I / A L P H  )
4* IF(W,LT.2.0*THRRD) W=2. 0 * 1HRRD
b* A L I M 1  = W
6* return
7* E N D
E N D  oF C O M P I L A T I O N :  NO D I A G N O S T I C S .
i* f u n c t i o n  A L I M 2 ( P H I )
2* C 0 M H 0 N / B L 2 /  PiiIO,VOr I H R T R  , TITRRÜ, G T E , A l PH
0* Q = ü . 1 * V 0 * P H 1 / a LPH
4* IF(Q-THRTR)1,1,2
b* 1 A L l M a - T H R T R
6* R E T U R N
7* 2. A L I M 2 - Q
a* R E T U R N
9* END
E N D  oF C O M P I L A T I O N :  NO D I A G N O S T I C S .
111
X* FUNCTION ALi'M3(PHI)
2* C0,v|M0N/üu2/ PH 10 r VO , i H R T R  , T H R R O  ,CT£ r A u R H
o* Q = ü . 5 * V O * P h I * S O R T ( P H x O * P H I / A L P H ) / C T E
4* I F ( Q “ TMRHIJ)l,lr2
6* 1 A L I M 3 = T H r RL)
o* . return
7* ■ 2 AL1M3=(3
6* return
9* END
END oF COMPILATION; NO DIAGNOSTICS.
X* function A L I n 4(PHI)
2* C O M M O N / B l.2/ p h i  Of VO, i n RTR , T H R R D , C T E , A l PH
3* Q “ 0 •1 * V 0 * S Q R T  C P H I U * P h I / A L P H )
4* I F ( Q “ T H R T k )1 ,1,2
5* 1 A L I M 4 = T H R T R
6* R E T U R N
7* 2 A L I M 4 = 0
b* R E T U R N
9* End
END oF c o m p i l a t i o n: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
1* FUNCTION R A n S O R ( A , B ) ^
2* C O M M o N / B l.o / imRAN
o* ■ M R A N = H 0 D (1 2 b * H R A N ,27^6203)
4* R A N S q R = (N R A N + Ü .5)*(B “ A )/2796203.0+A
5* R E T U R N
E N D
END oF COMPILATION; NO DIAGNOSTICS.
1* FUNCTION RANORKitSDEVfVALM)
2* DATA TW0PI/6.2631853U718/







END cF c o m p i l a t i o n; no DIAGNOSTICS.
112
1* SUüRoUTI.jt; GRAPH (P , luEHT 'ID' XMAX'XORG , YmAX ' YORg)
a* C THIS SUBROUTINE GIVES A PLOT OF ÏH£ lü POINTS WHOSE COOKDINAT
3* C PROVIDED IN THE ARRAY p.
4* C THE AXES ARE CENTEHEu IN (XORG'YORO) AND XMAX, YMAX ARE THE U
b* c OF The g r a p h i c .
6* c . Each point WIlL Bl. printed as *,Q'X,.'A'B'C,D,E, OR F GIVI
7* c : IDENTIFIER 0,1,2,3,4,3,6,7,8, OR 9 IN THE ARRAY IDENT.
8*
9*
DIm ENSIO.m P(iD,2) ,IDc.u T(IO)
d i m e n s i o n Pltb00,2),o S(121),IOENT1(50o ),AUX(500)





























37* DO 49 1=1,lu
36* AUXd)=P( I,a)
39* 49 . continue
4o* DO 48 1=1,500
,4l* P1(I,1)=XMIN
42* 46 Pl(I,2)=TMIN
43* DO 4900 IL=1,ID
44* ay=ymin
4d* NY=1







53# ID£Mri(IL) = IDc.MT(NY)
54* P(n Y,2)=YMIn
5b* .4900 c on ti n ue
5u* J=1
57* DO 4903 1=1,ID
bo* IF((Pi(I,i).GT.XMAX).OR.(P1(I,1).LI.X^IN).OR.(pl(I,2).Gl.YMAX)
59* CGÜTÜ 4903
u6(j* P l ( J r l ) = p i ( X , l )
bl* P l ( j , 2 ) = p l ( l , 2 )
6a* ïDENTlt J)=ïut:r4Tl(ï)
63* j a j + i
64* 4903 C o n t i n u e
6d* j=j*-i
60* P R I N T  1
67* 1 f o r m a t  (Iril)
6 8* DO 4 9 0 4  1 =1,121
69* JS(I)=vJ6uAiJK
7ü* 4904 c o n t i n u e
71* U s { 6l) — U U1 \i a
7a* 10=1
73* ïuIN=l
74* 4905 I F ( P 1 ( 1 0 , 2 ) . L T . ( Y n A X ” (t l I N - 1 ) * A I N T Y ) ) G O T O  4 915
7b* I F ( I O. O T . U )  O U T O  4 9 1 b
7u* K X = I F I X (  ( (pi ( IQ,l)-'XiviXN)/AIMTX)+O.S)+i
77* I K X = I D E M T 1 ( 1 Q ) * 1
76* GO Tu ( 4 9 5 1 , 4 9 5 0 , 4 9 5 a ,4953,49 5 4 , 4 9 5 5 ,  4 9 5 6 , 4 9 5 7  , 4 9 5 3 , 4 9 5 9  ) , il<
79* 4950 U S ( K X ) = J ù Q
6ü* G O T O  4970
61* 4951 J S ( K X ) = U P O I N T
62* G O T O  4970
83* 4952 J S ( K X ) = U A X
84* G O T O  4970
6b* 4953 J S ( K X ) = U u X
66* G O T O  4970
67* 4954 U S ( K a )=U a
8b* G O T O  4970
69* .4955 U S {K X )— Ub
9ü* G O T O  4970
9i* 4 956 J 5 ( K x )=UC
92* G O T O  4970
9b* 4 9 5 7 J S ( K X ) = U j
94* G O T O  4970
9b* 4 9 5 8 J 3 ( K X ) = U E
96* G O T O  4970
97* 4 9 o 9 J S ( K X ) = U F
96* 4970 I Q = l0+i
99* I F ( I u I N . g E.52) g o  TO  4920
lü 0* GO TO 4 9ü5
lOl* 4920 00 4921 1 = 1 , ID
10a* P ( I ' 2 ) = A ü X ( I )
103* P l ( I , i ) = 0 . 0
1 04* P l ( I , 2 ) = ü . O
10b* X ü E N T l ( I)=0
10 b* 4921 c o n t i n u e
107* PR INT 494Ü , AIi jTX , a I N I y




































r e t u r n
'4915 IFCIl IN.EQUo ) GOTO 4907




4 9 1 0  f o r m a t  d a l A l )
4911 ILIN=ILIisi+i




IFdUlii.dE.52) GO TO 4920 
GO TO 4905
4907 DO 4912 11=1,121
IF((JS(Ii).EQ.JBLANK).OR,(JS(I1).Eg .JONE)) J5(I1)=JMINU:
4912 c o n t i n u e
DO 4931 12=13,121,12 ' 
lF(0Sd2) .EO.JMINUS) JS(I2)=JPLUS 
CONTINUE 
GO To 4 906
Y A X=Y N A X- ( ILI 1 ) * A1 NT Y
PRINT 4913,(JS(L),L=l,53), Y A X , (J 5 ( l ) ,£=61,121) 
T0RMAT(5oA1,E7.2,61A1) 






f o r m a t (E 7 . 2 , 3 A 1 ,E 7 , 2 , 9 ( 5 A 1, E 7 .2))
4911




























































GROUP 1 », NE2 LINES
GROUP 2 NE2 LINES
GROUP 5 — NE2 lines
GROUP 4 - NE2 LINES
GROUP S — NE2 LINES
GROUP 6 - MEl limes
GROUP 7 “ NEl LINES
GROUP 6 NEl LIMES
GROUP 9 — NEl lines
TIME







STD, i mpulse VERSUS VAR 1
TIME versus VAR 2 
Sro. TIME VERSUS VAR2 
RHO VERSUS VAR2 
IMPULSE Versus var 2
C Ü N M 0 N / 3 L 4 / K M R A N ,P A R i ,PA R2  r AR T r A S T , A R F , A S F , A R I , A S l , K b R O  
COHiPlON/dLS/rjL.11 NE2 f AkK
D I M E N S I O N  KHRAN(lÜO) f P A R K  100) >PAR2(lQ0) r ART (100) r AST (.100) 
dimension ARF(IOO) r A S F d O O )  rARKlQO) 'ASl(lOO) ,KWRO(iOO) 
dimension ARR(10,2) faUXdOO)
D I M E N S I O N  X d O ) » Y d O )
O R O U P S  W I T H  V a R 1
P R I N T  33
33 f o r m a t ( / / l O X r l E H V E R S U S  V AR 1/)
N P = N E 1 * N E 2  
DO 1 K - l H T E i  
1 X ( K ) = A R R ( K , 1 )
IL=1
SO c o n t i n u e
DO 10 1=1,NP
10 AUxd)=AKTCI)
ASSIGN 20 TO JUMP 
GO To (100,200),IL
20 DO 11 1=1,NP
11 AUX( I)=ASTd)
ASSIGN 21 TO JUMP 
GO To duo,200) ,IL
21 00 12 1=1,NP
12 AUX(I)=ART(I)/ARF(I)
ASSIGN 22 TO JUMP 
GO To (100,200),IL
22 DO 15 1=1,NP 
15 AUXd)=ARl(l)
ASSIGN 25 TO JUMP 
GO TO (100,200),IL 
25 00 14 1=1,NP
14 AUXd)=ASX(l)
ASSIGN 24 TO jUMP 
GO To (100,200),IL
GROUPS WITH VAR 2
24 c o n t i n u e 
PRINT 54
54 f o r m a r(//lOX,12HVERSuS VÂR 2/) 
XF(Il .EQ,2) RETURN 
IL=2






6 d4 100 c o n t i n u e
6 o4 DO 2 1 2 = 1 , NL2
6 7 : DO 3 I 1 = 1 , NEl
6o4 Iivi=(li-1)4NE2+I2
6 94 3 Y ( I 1 ) = A U a (IN)




GO TO J U M P , ( 20 , 2 1 , 2 2
7 44  
7 5 4 200 C O N T I N U E
7 6 4 DO 6 J = l f N £ l
7 74 DO 7 I A = l , N E 2
7 o 4 l N = l A + ( U - l ) 4 M c 2
794 7 Y ( X A ) — AU/\ ( I i )
8U4 6 C A L L  F l T u i M ( N E 2 , X , Y )
814 GO To JUmP , ( 2 0 , 2 1 , 2 2
8 2 4 END
END uF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
14 SUBROUTINE FiTLlN(N,A,Y)
24 C PRINT Y=Al4X+A0 WHICh FITS BETTER THE M POINTS X,Y.





84 DO 1 1=1,N
9-4 XY(I)=X(I)4Y(1)
lU4 1 X2(I)=X(X)4X(i)









2U4 5 for ma t (10X,£:HY=,£12.b,5H 4% +,£12.5)
214 return
224 END
END uF c o m p i l a t i o n: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
117
14 subroutine SîMGRA
24 c XT GIVES 10 GRAPHICS WITH SUBR. GRAFO
04
44 C I.TIME VERSUb VARI
64 C 2.STD. TIME VERSUS VAR 1
64 ■ C O.RHO VERSUS VAR 1
74 C 4.IMPULSE V E R S U S  VAR 1
64 C 6.SÏÜ. I M P U L S E  VERSUS VAR 1
94 C
lU* C 6.TIME VERSUb VAR 2
114 C 7.STÜ. TIME VERSUS VAR 2
1E4 C 6.RN0 VERSUS VAR 2
104 C 9.IMPULSE V E R S U S  VAR 2
144 C 10.STD. IMPULSE VERSUS VAR 2
164
164 COhMON/OLl/X,Y,Z,VX,vY,VZ,ALPHA,PHIr DPHI,DTHET,STl
1 74 CünMON/Bl.2/ PH 10 r VO , i i lRTR, THRKD, CTE f AuPH
l64 C0MM0N/i.3L0/MKAN
194 C0MM0N/BL4/LNRAN,PAR!,PAR2,ART r AST,ARp r ASp,ARI,ASI,KWRO
204 CüMHüN/Üu 5/NE1r ME2,AhR
214 DiiV|ENSIO.-.j KNRANdOÛ) rpARldOOJ ,PAR2(l00) rARTdOO) rAST(lOO)
224 d i m e n s i o n AKFdÜO) ,Asp(100) ,AKIdOO) 'ASI(IOO) ,KWRO(100)
204 DIMENSION P dOO , 2 ) r luEHT dOO )
2+4 r ead 3ü ,XM1,X01
264 READ 0Ü r ;<M2 f X02
264 READ OOfYMT'YoT
274 READ OüfYMTürYOTÜ
264 r ead 30,YMR,Yor
294 READ 30,YMI,Yo I
304 r ead 30,rNiIO,YOXD
314 30 FORMAT(2EiOt3)
324 , CALL RENDEZ
3 34 ' NP=N£l4Nu2
3+4 DO 1 1 = 1 , NP
3 64 P d r 2 ) = A R T d )
364 P d d ) = P A R l d )
374 1 lD£NTd)=MOD( d-1) ,Nl2)
3o4 call GRAFO ( P , XDENT , TiP, XMl, XOl, YMT, YOT)
394 DO 3 1=1,MR
404 3 Ptl,2)=AbT(l)
414 CALL GRAFO (P, I'DENT , Hr, XMl, XOl, YMl'D, YO \ D)
424 DO 5 1=1,NP
434 5 P(I'2)=ART(i)/ARF(I)
4+4 C a l l  GKAFO(P ,lUENT,Nr,XH1,XOl,YMR,YOR)
46* DO 7 1=1,NP
4o4 7 P(X,2)=Ar I(I)
474 CALL GRAFO(P,IDENT,NP,XMl,XOl,YMI,YOI)
4j4 DO 9 1=1 » NP
494 9 Pd,2)=AbId)
504 CALL GKAF0(PdDENT,HP,XMl,X01,YNIDrYOxD)




b+4 2 I ü E N T ( I )  = (I-i)/Mt£2
bo* C A L L  G R A K Ü (H r I D E N T ,M r ,X M2 r X02 r Y M T ,Y O T )
564 DO 4 i = l , N P
574 4 P ( I ' 2 ) = A s T ( i )
bb* C A L L  G R A F O (P r I D E N T ,Nr r XM2 r X02 r Y M T D ,Y O t D )
594 D O  6 1 = 1 rNP
604 ; 6 P ( X d ) = A R T ( d / A R F ( l )
61* C A L L  G R A F O (P ,IDENTr Nrr X M 2 ,X 0 2 ,Y M R ,Y O R )
62* D O  8 1 = 1, I IP
bj* a P d , 2 ) = A K l  (i)
6+4 c a l l  G R A F O ( P ,I D E N T ,N P ,X M 2 ,X 0 2 ,YMI,YOI)
65* D O  lO 1 = 1 , NP
66* 10 P ( X , 2 ) = A s I { I )
67* C A L L  G R A F O ( P ,I D E N T , N r ,XM2 » X02r Y M i D ,Y O I D )
66* R E T U R N
69* E N D
END oF c o m p i l a t i o n : n o  D I A G N O S T I C S ,
i* SUBRoUTINE MATIN(A,B ,N ,DEL)
" 2 * 
3 *
C MATRIX INVERSION 8 Y ELIMINATION
4* C ORIGINAL m a t r i x = A, INVERSE MATRIX = B
6 * DIMENSlOu A (N ,N ),B (N ,N )
6* EPS=Ü,U,OüQOOi
7*
6 * C CONSTRUCT IDe^ n TITY MATRIX 3d,J)
9* DO 6 1=1,N
1 0 * DO 5 J=1 ,N
ll* IF{I—J ) +,3 , 4
12* 3 B(I,J)=1,U
I3 * GOTO 5
I4 * 4 B(I,J)=0.0
lb* 5 c o n t i n u e
lo* 6 c o n t i n u e
1 7 * □EL=1.Ü
16*
19* C LOCATE MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE A(I,iO
2o* Do 4 3  K=1 ,N
21* IF(K-N) 12,30,30
22* 12 IMAX=K
2 3 * AMAX=AbS(A(K,K))
2+* KPi=K+l
2 b* DO 20 I = L P 1 , N .
2b* IF(Am AX-aBS(A(I,K))) 15,20,20
27* lb i max= i
2ü* Ai'4AX=AdS ( b ( I r K ) )
29* 2ü c o n t i n u e
5ü*
3i* C INTERCHANGE LOWS IHAX AND K IP IMAX NOT
32* IF(lMAX-N) 25,30,25
3 j* 25 DO 29 J=i,N
34* ATmP=A(Im AX,J)
3d* ACIMaX, J)=A(i\, J)
3o* A(K,J)=A1MP
37* BTnP=3(Xn AX,J)
36* B( IHAX, .J)=U(K, J)
39* 29 B(K»J)=3fMP
+ 0* DEL=-UEL
41* 30 c o n t i n u e
42*




47* C divide PIVOT ROW BY ITS MAIN DIAGONAL £1
4a* DiV=A(K,K)




5d* C REPLACE EACH ROW BY LINEAR COMBINATION
54* DO 4 3 1=1,N
5d* AMULT=A(X,K)
5 o * - IF(I—i<) 3 9 ,4 3 , 3 9
b/* 39 DO 42 J=1,N
5a* A(I,J)=AtI,U) *-AMULT*m ( K , J )
59* 42 B (X,j)=B(I,U)-AMULT*u(K,J)
6u* 4a c o n t i n u e
6i* 45 c on ti n ue
62* 99 RETURN
63* 93 PRINT 113,K
64* GOTO 99
65* Ü 3 F0RMAT(2arl SINGULAR MATRIX FOR K =, l2)
ô6* END






















































S U B R o U T I G R A F O (P , l u E N T , 1 0 , X M A X ,X O R G ,Y M A X ,Y O R G )
T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  G I V E S  A P L O T  OF THE iQ P O I N T S  W H O S E  COOKDIt- 
P R O V I D E D  IN THE ARRAY P.
The axes are CENTEREu in (X0RG,Y0Rg ) and XMAX, YMAX ARE THE 
OF The GRAPHIC.
e a c h puiNT WILL be pri nt e d AS *, Q , X, , , A , Ei, C , D , E, OR F GI 
IDENTIFIER D,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, OR 9 IN THE ARRAY IDENT, 
DIMENSION, P (10 0,2) , luENT(lOO)









j .a x = i h x
JBX=1H,
JA=1HA
J B = l H B
J C = l H C
J D = 1 H D
J£=1H£
JF=1HF






X 61=X MIN+6 0 • 0 * AIN T X 
X72=XMIN+72,Ü+AINTX 
X84=XMIN+84,0 * AINT X 
X9ô=XNXM+96.Q+AINTX 
XiUÔ=XMlN+108.0*AINTA 
DO 49 1=1,ID 
AUX(I)=P(X,2)
P 1 ( I , 2 ) = Y M I N  








4901 c o n t i n u e
P1(IL,2)=AY
Pi(lL,l)=P(NY,i)
I D E N T K l L ) = i ü E N T ( H Y )
P ( N Y , 2 ) = ïM IN
121
bo* 490 0 c o n t i n u e
U=1
5b* DO 4 9 0 3  1 = 1 , IÜ
56* IF( (PI (1,1) .GT.XMAX) .OR. ( P l ( I , l ) . L T ' X M l N )  .OR. (pi(I,2) .GT.YMAX)'
57* : C G O r O  4 9 0 5
bo* P i ( J , l ) = p i ( I , l )
59* P i ( J , 2 ) = P i ( i , 2 )
6 0* 1 0 £ N T 1 ( U ) = I D £ N T 1 ( I )
6i* J= J + 1
62* 4 9 0 5 c o n t  x n u e
6 j* Ü = J - 1
6+* P R I N T  1
65* 1 F O R M A T  (Irii)
bo* DO 4 9 0 4  1 = 1 , iLl
67* ■ J S (I )=J B l ANR
6o* 4 9 0 4 C O N T I N U E
69* J S ( 9 ) = J 0 h E
7u* 10=1
7i* ILIN-1
72* 4 9 0 5 I F ( P K 1 0 , 2 ) . L T . ( Y N A X " ( I L I N - 1 ) * A I M T Y ) ) G O T O  4 9 1 5
7a* IF( I Q . G T . U )  G O T O  4 91a
7+* K X = I F I X ( ( ( P l ( I Q , l ) “ X h X N ) / A l M T X ) + 0 , 5 ) + 9
7a* I K X = I O £ M T l ( i O ) + l
7 q * GO To ( 4 9 5 1 , 4 9 5 0 , 4 9 5 2 , 4 9 5 3 , 4 9 5 4 , 4 9 5 5 , 4 9 5 6 , 4 9 5 7 , 4 9 5 8 , 4 9 5 9 ) , IKX
7 /* 4950 J S ( K X ) = J u Q
7a* G O T O  4970
79* 4951 JS(KX)=JpOIiNiT
80* G O T O  4970
8l* 4 9 5 2 J 5 ( K X ) = J a X
8^* G O T O  4970
8b* 4935 J S ( K X ) = J o X
8+* G O T O  4 970
6a* 4954 J S ( K X ) = J A
86* G O T O  4970
67* 4 9 5 5 J 5 ( K X ) = J U
86* G O T O  4970
69* 4956 J S ( K X ) = J C
90* G O T O  4970
9l* 49 5 7 J S ( K X ) = J u
92* G O T O  4970
9a* 495a 0 5 ( K X ) = J £
9+* G O T O  4970
9a* 4 9 5 9 J S ( K X ) = J F
9o* 4970 IQ= I Q + 1
97* I F C l L l N . G e . 5 2 )  GO TO 4920
96* GO To 4 9 0 5
99* 4 920 CONTINUE
100^ P R I N T  9 1 4 , X O R G , X 1 2 ' X 2 4 ,X 3 6 ,X 4 8 ,X 6 1 ,X 7 £ ,X 8 4 ,X 9 6 ,X I 0 8 , XMAX
lOi* 914 F 0 K M A T ( 1 1 L 1 2 . 5 )
1Ü2* DO 4 9 2 1  1 = 1 , ID
10b* P ( I , 2 ) = A u X ( i )
104* P i ( I , l ) = 0 . 0




lu a* PRINT 4940,AlNTXrAINlY
1Ù9* 494-0 FORMATC6 2 X, /Nui-aT X='E9,4/62X,7HUNlT Y = 'E9.4)
11 u * PRINT 1 .
1 1 1 * RE i'UKN
1 1 2 * 491b IF(lLlN.LO.bi) GOTO 4907
lib* IF(M0U(r^IM"l,5).EC.U) GOTO 4908
1 1 + * 1^- 9 0 b PRINT 49iU,(JS(L),L=i,130)
1 1 a* 50Ü5 Format ti* ü,4e1s.4 ,2 11 o)
llù# 4910 FORHRT(luOAl)
117* 4911 ILIN=iLl,j+l
lid* D O  4930 1=1,130
119* JS(1)=J2^ANK
12 0 4 4930 CONTINUE
121* JS(9)=J0NE
122* IFdLlN.uE.bj) GO TO 492Ü
123* GO To 4903
124* 4907 DO 4912 11=9,130
12a* IF ( (JS( li.) .EO.JDLANKJ .OR, ( JS( 11) .E q . JONE) ) J5 ( ll ) =JMINUS
12b* 4912 c o n t i n u e
12/* 00 4931 12=9,130,12
12u* IF(JS(I2).EO.UNI Ids) JS(I2)=JPLU5
129* 4931 c on ti n ue
15 u * GO TO 490o
131* 4908 YAX=Yi4AX-C Xl I,^ “1) *AluTY
132* PRINT 91b,YAX,(US(L),L=9,130)
13b* 913 F0RMAT(Eo .2,122A1)
134* GO TO 49il
13 b* E n d
END OF c o m p i l a t i o n: NO DIAGNOSTICS,
